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This paper investigates the effects ot imperfectly credible trade liberalization programs on 
welfare and the aRocation of resources. We present a rational expectations model in which a 
government with limited access to international borrowing will abort a !Ibera!ization program if 
hard-currency reserves are depleted too quickly. The liberalix&ion’s lack of perfect credibility 
acts as a distortion which becomes (rationalIy) intensified under the ?ypt& first-best policy of 
immediate liberalization. A more gradual lowering of trade barriers leads to higher welfare and a 
greater probability that the program succeeds. We derive the optimal speed of liberalization, and 
the endogenous level of credibility. 

i. io@mhciion 

Given the unpopularity of tariffs among economists, it should come as no 
surprise that so many countries have been counselled to embark upon 
ambitious trade liberalization programs over the past decade. In return for 
large reductions in tr& barriers, conventional neoclassical models and 
newer models using an intertemporal approach to commercia! po!iq offer 
the prospect of improvements in welfare and eficiency. To the extent that 
these models arc realistic9 they make a strong case for the viability and 
profitability of immediate and complete trade liberalization. 

In an uncertain world, however, there is less cause for optimism than 
many such models would suggests. Recent attempts at trade liberalization in 
the southern cone of Latin America, like many earlier programs in these and 
other countries, have been completely or partially abandoned. Argentina and 
Uruguay, for example, had plans to establish a lower, more unifo 
structure with a maximum rate of 35 percent (down from several 

*This paper was originally written as part of a project undertaken for the Country Policy 
Department, Trade and Adjustment Policy Division, The World Bank in cember 1984, and 
was subsequently revised as NBER Working Paper no. 2350. I thank Sebastian Edwards, Jeffrey 
Frankel, Drew Fudenberg, Patti Krugman, Dani Rodrick, Sweder van Wijnbergen and Janet 
Yellen for many helpful comments and suggestions, and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation for 
financial support. 
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percent) and a minimum rate of about 10 percent. The Argentinean package, 
announced in Decernbcr 1978, was abandoned in 1981 and the progress that 
= -1 L--~ e-d9 ~S=.C =,-Gs ---------I mis ?Jrgguayan pjaa zgycr suc+gg&b in TC"F.LF.. n&J lJG&ll ,,,QUsr “UU &?““a. *“.W.LIIY. 
reducing trade barriers. Chile was by far the most successful in bringing 
down tariffs, which reached a uniform levek’ of 10 percent (excluding autos) 
byy the end of 1979. Since then, however, tariffs have been raised 
substantially. 

With this kind of experience as the rule, it seems our models should 
address the possibility that agents will take the government’s stated intention 
of permanentiy liberalizing trade with a (rational) grain of salt. Severa! 
authors have in fact argued that recent trade liberalization programs in the 
southern cone were not fully credible. Edwards (1983, 1985a,b), Pastore 
(1983), Sjaasted (1983), and Dornbusch (1983, 1985), for example, all point 
toward blatant domestic policy inconsistencies as being partly responsible for 
the programs’ failures. Calvo (1985, 19!36) studies the costs of such temporary 
liberahzations in the a”&ence of uncertainty. Bodriclc (1987) focuses on the 
role of commercial policy in signaling the government’s preferences, about 
which the private sector is uncertain. 

This paper injects the issue of incompletely credible policy into the 
discussion of tariff reduction in a very simple way. 10 considers a government 
whose commitment to free trade is infeasible in some future states of the 
world. Phvate agents arc ~~s~~& to h f&y i&m,& when the &rg!&_ 

tion first takes place they recognize the possibility of time-inconsistency, and 
behave in a way that makes a retrenchment from free trade mom rfkcly. We 
concentrate on the intertemporal incentives in consumption and the distor- 
(iotas in output which are generated by fears that the liberalization program 
will be short lived. The analysis intentionally focuses on countries (such as 
many LDCs today) that have limited access to international financial 
markets, in the sense that unanticipated current account deficits must be 
financed by re serve depletion instead of by borrowing The credibility of 
trade reform is perhaps most important in these countries because of their 
dual histories of policy reversals and severe trade restrictions. 

Our interest lies not just in how doubts about the permanence of trade 
reforms contribute to the eventual reinstatement of trade barriers. We also 

‘consider the effects of alternative, slower speeds of liberalization on the 
equilibrmm level of credibility. Even though such slower rates of reform are 
second best in that they represent ciear deviations from the neociassical 
optimum, they art desirable here because they turn out to iessen the 
distortion gcncrated by the lack of perfect credibility. rndeed, it turns out 
that in the model ‘beiow; governments with credibility problems should net 
pursue policies that eliminate tariffs right away. Such a finding is particularly 
surprising in the context of our optimizin two-period framework, which 
tends to bias the results toward complete nd instantaneous Ii 
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even as compared with more standard macro-ecorioiaic tr&ments.! In the 
modern intertemporal approach, for example, a permanent tariff reduction ia 
painless in the sense that it does not result in a trade deficit. 

After describing the model in section 2, section 3 goes on to derive 8 
rational expectations equilibrium in which the current account deficit, level of 
wc;;hre, and the probability of collapse are endogenous. Next, we consider a 
more gradual liberalization program which employs positive first-period 
tariffs. It is possible to show that gradualism improves welfare, lowers the 
current account deficit, and rakes the probability that free trade wiii 
ultimately prevail. There is a unique, positive first-period tariff which is 
welfare optimal. For many developing countries today, particularly those 
with large external debts, binding restrictions on international borrowing fix 
current accounts more or less exogenously. In section 4, the effects of 
imperfect credibility are investigated when agents cannot substitute toward 
current consumption by running a larger current account deficit.* In these 
circumstances, the shad ow value of saving must increase to equilibrak the 
expected marginal utility of real consumption in both periods. High real 
interest rates have in fact been a common Sature of many recent liberaliza- 
tion attempts. Here we find that mo?? gradual speeds of liberalization will 
help bring down interest rates and shift production toward tl-e export sector. 

. 
%CiiOii S concludes. 

2. Tbe model 

We employ a two-period model of a small country similar to that of 
Svensson and Razin (I%3), and Edwards and van Wijnbergen (1983). There 
are two goods, exports (x) and imports (mj, both of which are consumed and 
produced. The smw& Y country is represented by a single consumer, who 
mawimiz~~ expected w&are, *V = ;y(y, #_j, $&;e y iT .y{uic me c,) &notes subuti”lty 
in period 1 of the consumption of imports, c,,,, and exports, c,. Period 2 
subutility is expressed as r= f(Cm,CX).3 p and f are assumed to have the 
expected utility property and are homothetic. Without loss of generality, y 
and r can be chosen to be linearly homogeneous. Each period’s expected 
subutility has an associated unit expenditure function, xt and n, which yields 
the minimum expenditure required to reach the unit kve! of expected 
subutility in that period, g&n current prices of imports atcd exports: 

‘Examples of the approach used in this paper include Dixit and Norman (198% Svensson and 
Razin (1983), Edwards and van Wijnbergen (1983). and van Wijnbergen (1953). 

*In a similar two-period model. Edwards and van Wijnbergen (1983) investigate the optimal 
speed of liberalization for the case in which a binding external finani%g ‘-- coi;strain: h!!s entire!y 
on investment and second-period tariffs are zero with certainty. 

3Throughou: the pape r we use lower-case letters for period-I variables and upper-case letters 
for period-2 variables. 
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Expressions for nommal spending are therefore zy and nr, the price index 
times the measure of real consumption in that period. 

The analogous intertemporal ex nditure function, E(n,DI7, W), gives the 

minimutn present discounted expenditure required to achieve a fixed !evel of 
expected welfare, for given levels of the n&m inA*yw w 9-d ,rl: r..- II.V_RIY, .- YI. 

where D=(1+3” is the discount factor and i is the domestic nominal 
interest rate. Overall welfare, Cy, is the expected utility of real consumption 
over both periods. From the Slutsky equation, the marginal propensity to 
spend t&s the change in * -- ‘*- ,xpnutture with respuct to welf&e b q-u& to the 
second derivative of the expenditure function with with respect to price and 
welfare: 

E av 1w 
==aE=;cw, 

where cw is the marginal propensity to spend in period i out of a change in 
expenditure, 

On the production side we define first- and second-period composite 
revenue functions (over exports and inr~+ta~ n and Q9 which are homo- r----I, ‘I 
geneous of degree one in each period’s prices: 

&,, P=; K t) = max (pnql + pXq2: ql, qa are feasible), (iv) 

where the own derivatives with respect to prices, q1 =ql(pm,px; K,L) and 
q2 =q2(pm,px; K,L) are the first-period functions for imports and exports, 
respectively (and similarly for period 2): 

In 
4This model could be extended to include investmest by adding a specilic factor such as land. 
an effort to keq th WX.& as siq!le as p&k however, we &stmct from investment since 

it provides no importae 
from related rfsuks in 
that the external financi 

wish to digtinguiah the md& in aion 4 
r. (1983). which depend on the assumption 



is credit constrained in that the private sector does not have direct access to 
suppliers of foreign exchange. Instead, all borrowing in international capital 
markets is conducted by the government at the beginning of period 1, The 
initial level of hard-currency reserves held by the government, R, includes 
any external financing the government has been able to arrange, and is 
treated here as exogenously determined (though in reality it is the outcome 
of a quasi-market bargaining process between the government and its 
creditors). These reserves may be interpreted as a buffer stock of the two 
goods, whose . prices are fixed exogeuously in world markets. 

!a this section, the government must finance any current account deficit 
from its stock of reserves. The government’s reserves are aiso used to shield 
the private sector from unanticipated shocks to export revenues or import 
expenditures that occur during period 1. Thus the ex post current account 
deficit, or the tota! reduction in government reserves, is the sum of the 
current account d&St the private sector chooses plus a random shock 
component: 

where p is distributed normally w?h mean 0 and variance tri. At the end of 
the first period, reserves are R -5. 

To focus on the possibility that the liberalization program will be 
abandoned, we assume the government follows a rule-of-thumb policy in 
deciding whether to levy second-period tariffs. The rule is that tariffs kii !X 

reimposed at an arbitrary fixed level, zP, in period 2 if reserves at the end of 
the first period fall below some critical floor, R,i,, and otherwise, period-2 
tarif% remain at zero. The probabihty that the hberalhtion program nib be 
reversed is just the grobability that end-of-period reserves are less than Rmir: 

d = P(Rmin, c$, Z) = probability (/L > R - &in - z>. (2) 

To keep matters simple and to avoid ambiguities, we assume that Rmia is set 
equal to the difleren, - between the initial level of reserves and the maximum 
current account deficit, i.e. the deficit the private sector would choose if 
tariffs were to be reinstated with probabiiity one:5 

R minZZ(klz 1). (3) 

Notice that even with a balan current account, z=Q9 there is still a 

sThis assunlption turns out to guarantee uniqueness of the rational ex 
belOW 
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nonxero probability of reversal. The government’s decision rule therefore 
implies that the price of imports in period 2 is distributed binomially: 

if &R-Rmill-2, 
‘i P, if p>R-Rmi,--z. 

(4) 

Before we proceed, two other aspects of the model require elaboration. 
Firs6 in this type of welfare-based general equilibrium model, it is often 
useful to limit the absolute magnitude of distortions (in our case, rP). Large 
distortions result in large reductions in real income, and these income effects 
eventually swamp the more subtle substitution effects we wish to study. So, 
for example, in attempting to offset the negative first-period welfare effects of 
a large temporary first-period tariff, agents shift real expenditure toward the 
first period. When the tariff is big enough, expenditure in the first period is 
sufficient to swing the current account into dcjMf. Although one could 
question the importance of such perverse Marshallian effects on the basis of 
their doubtful realism, we rule them out here simply because tar@ are 
imposed by governments with the intention of ~~~prouing the current account. 
Therefore, in the spirit of the small-but-positive tariff assumption, we 
frequently express sufficient conaiitions, for ihe paper’s results in terms of 
upper bounds on the size of the tariff. 

A second aqpecc of ;he model that requires ad&,t:lona! explanation is the 
treatment of uncertainty. Random prices are not usually added to inter- 
temporal general equilibrium models because of the additional complexity 
they bring The standard results from duality theory do not generally hold 
when prices are random; for example, there is no guarantee that the matrix 
of Hicksian substitution terms is negative semidefinite. In the present paper, 
however, we are able to invoke a kind of weak-form certainty equivalence by 
exploiting the binomial distribution of import p&es and the limitations 
imposed on the magnitude of the tariff by our small-but-positive tariff 
assumption. Notice that the nth moment of the second-periad tariff, ?, can be 
written as M,(f) = ?A 1 -A”’ “). For a small, but positive t.ariff and any given 
finite probability that the liberalization will collapse!, the higher-order 
moments of ? can be made insignificantly small relative to the expected tariff, 
A7p XOifZ ~iti%b~: 

lim f”“(~, -=(l-P-l)r;-‘=o, VnZ2. 
tp-0 43 

The effects 0 f a change in the prohz6ility that tariffs will be levied in period 2 
made arbitrarily close to the effects of a known change in the future 
or small but strictly positive values of zP, the si s of the substitution 
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and income effects remain the same as in the certainty case, even though the 
optimal choice variables become vastly more complex functions of the 
underlying utility and production functions.6 Since we make no attempt in 

the paper to specify the various elasticities of consumption and production 
beyond their respective signs, all of the results remain general enough to 
apply to a variety of utility and production functions. indeed, such a 
treatment of uncertainty seems particularly natural in this case, since, as we 
have already noted, it is desirable to restrict our attention to small positive 
values of r,, regardless of whether uncertainty is present. 

III npr.*l.. r&P rrc can no-w CLpyLy CIPG mode! of t3.c p:&cfl2s E~&wJ ant-i clerive the , I__- ---_ _ _ 

rationally expected level of credibility, the current account, and the level of 
welfare under complete liberalization. The intertemporal budget constraint of 
the country is: 

Eq. (6) requires that total expenditure is equal to the present discounted 
value of income plus tax revenues. Revenues generated by a future tariff will 
be returned to the private sector in the form of a lump-sum transfer, II where 

T=Dt(Ez17,-Qt)=D2(Cm-Q,). 

C,,,-Q, represents net imports, or consumption minus domestic production 
of the imported good, and ? = Arp, the expected future tariff. We assume that 
the country has no prior debt to the rest of the world (this could easily be 
added). Consequently, the current account deficit is equal to consumption 
expenditure minus total revenues from production: 

z= Ellr-q. (8) 

To see that an imperfectly credible commitment to free trade leads to a 
suboptima! a%cation of resources, we take the derivative of eq. (6) with 
respect to iz and use eq. (7) to get: 

where 

‘%e Prqositisn A.1 of Appendix 1 in the NBER Working Paper version of this paper for a 
proof of this statement. There we show that, fsr example, the own, pure substitution effect has 
the usual (negative) sign provided that r,,c(f 2Y - *)L’2, where P2 is the marsinai utility of future 
consumption evaluated at the positive expected tariff, Br,, and Y is a complicated expressis? 
which is Q(O) in rp 
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&. (9) gives the loss in welfare attributable to a nonzero probability that 
strictly positive future tariffs will be levied. Welfare declines proportionally in 
the probability of a policy reversal; indeed, integration of eq. (9) gives the 
familiar Harberger result that the loss in welfare is proportional to the 
square of the distortion (i.e. the lack of perfkct credibility). 

The welfare effects of the misallocation of resources are summarized in q,. 
The numerator is proportional to the &counted substitution efkct in 
consumption and production, holding welfare constant. The first term in the 
numerator, E2 II 1 1 =iYCJiJP,, is the change in the compensated demand for 
period-2 imports from a change in price holding real period-2 expenditure 
constant. This captures the intrutmporal substitution in consumption of 
exports for importx The second term, rP,S,,R,~=CC~~(~~~~~_), is the 
change in period-2 real spending from a change in the price of imports, 
weighted by the share of imports in spending. This term represents the 
transfer of real income across periods in response to price changes. The third 
term, -Q1, is the negative valuation effect on imports realized as a result of 
the distortion. Taken together these three terms comprise the compensated 
substitutk effects. of the expected future C-ACT. CQII~, a# iiZ~itZSC3f -W4fSiiT lOSSi%.' 

1: is worth mentioning the effects on production as well. On the margin, 
output of the imported good is expected to rise by P,,,QI1 while output of 
exports is expected to fall by an equivalent amount,* PxQ21. The standard 
mechanism linking the output of imports and exports is the wage-rental 
ratio, o, which decreases with higher import prices. The elkt of expected 
price changes on the composition of output can be seen in fig. 1, the familiar 
Szmu&on diqram, With zero expected future tar& the terms of trade 
stand at p, corresponding to an output mix at point Fi (where A represents 
complete speciakzation in exports and D represents complete specialization 
in imports), given the a 0 pit&-!sbz ratio of the economy, k. An increase in 
tariffs lowers the expected terms of trade to p’, lowers w and moves the 
output mix to point C, where more imports and fewer exports are produced 
than before. 

TO see the effects of a change in the probability of a policy reversal on the 
current account we ditTerentiate eq. @j ati8 ilse eq. (YJ io get: 

?The overall effect of the expected future tariff on welfare will be negative providing the 
stability condition 1 -)sDII,Cw>O is sariskd. An unnecessarily strong but sulikient condition 
for this is if the marginal propensity to spend in both periods is positive, that is, if fMfC,< 1. 

*These two terms cancel e~~ctiy only for infinitesimal changes in relative prices. For discrete 
changes, the change in !o!a! o~tp~i is zero only for first-order approximations. 
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i 

k,(o) 

Fig. 1. The effects of ci:xpeCted future tarit% on the expted period-2 output mix. 

where at =aE,,l?,D>G, and a2= -m,a,>O. 

The first term in eq. (IO), aI, is the sum of the compensated intertempora! 
substitution e&cts in consumption; it tends to increase unambiguously the 
current account deficit. ? “he intuition is that higher expected tariffs raise the 
aggregate level of prices in the second period and iower the reai consumption 
rate of interest, f +r= 1r/fH7. The incentive to save is therefore reduced and 
consumption is transferred toward the first period. Also, the lower the 
credibility of the liberalization program, the greater the misa~~ocat~o~ of real 
resources toward the inefficient import sector. 

The secoad term in eq. (IQ), =- z2 , A which is negative, r&cct; thy decrease 
in total imcome from the distortion 
spend in period 1 and the expected 
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real spending in every periodp and improves the first-period current 
account. Notice that if the tariff becomes too large, the second term will 

d the expected future tariff will improve the first 
therefore use as an upper bound on the size o 

point at which the substitution effects are just cancelled out by the income 
effects: Qaz,SaI/of2. Note that at tkc margin A=@ the 
substitution effkcts, al, induce a marginal current account d 
the size of zp 

To find &hi: approximate deviation in the level of the current account from 
the zero ex ed tariff equilibrim we integrate eq. (10) to get an expression 
which is once again approximately a quadratic:‘0 

Given our restriction on tp, the current account deficit is an increasing 
fi+.+~* ef *he nrrrh?rhWil;)v that the liheralkatinn nmmam WI!! f&, LUIICICIUAI “1 . ..\r y” v W,..” ._‘U, “__-_ ____ _____w_____ c-‘Q---_ 

We can now solve for the rational expectations equilibrium of the model 
by combining eqs. (2) and (11). A linear approximation to 1 in eq. (2), is used 
to give a simple algebraic solution (in any case, the cumulative normal 
distribution is not tractable analytically): 

A = fix, oi, 2) = a3 + adz, (12) 

&! 
* a4 = Q4(Rmin, 0:): - >o f%O! 

aRmi,, ’ at$ 

Eqs. (2) and (11) now give equilibrium levels of credibility, R*, and the 
current account deficit, z*: 

A*=a3+ 
-1 -~4jaza3-a,)+j(a,a4-l)2+2a2a,of4)1~2 ---_ 

a2a4 
, 

Zss’= - 1. -a.Jqt3-al)+((a,a4- l)2+2a2a3a4)Li2 - 
a24 

. WI 

9Nominal spending wiii rise iess than proportionately in the period with the tari& and fall 
absolutely in the other period. 

loTbe integration performed in eq. (11) holds a, and at fixed (while in fact they may vary 
with d), and therefore yields an approximation to the current acciount. See the NBER Working 
Paper version (especially footnote 9) for more details. 
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Fig. 2 The current account and the probability that libemlization is reversed. 

The scaling restriction in eq. (3) is sufficient to imply that at a, < 1, a1 > a2, 
and a3 < 1, so that L* and z* are both positive. Also, from eqs. (9) and (1 I), 
we have that the loss in welfare due to the imperfect credibility is 

More intuition about the equilibrium can be gained from a graph than 
from the algebraic solution. Fig 2 displays the current account and 
probability of collapse given in eqs. (11) and (2). As one might expect, greater 
intertemporai substitutabiiity in consumption raises the equilibrium current 
account and probability of co!iapse. From eq. (IS), the lack of credibility 
imposes larger welfare losses when these intertemporal transfers are more 
readily made. An increase in the world interest rate predictably reduces the 
current account deficit (since any given future surplus finances a smailer 
current deficit) and lo-wers R* and d IV*. Finally, increaa,s in uncertainty 
about the future level of reserves Cwrhich raise the iatercept and the slo 
the P curve in eq. (112)] yield a higher probability of coilapse, a greater 
current account deficit, and a lower level of welfxe. 
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A second-best argument for a slower rcte of traak liberalization 

The model above can now be used to investigate the justification for 
positive first-period tariffs as a second-best tool for reducing the distortion 
introduced by a lack of perfect credibility. Such temporary tar%& may be 
added to the foregoing analysis by rewriting eqs. (6), (7), and (8) as follows: 

C=?#& -q:), (1% 
I 

T=D?(E2Ul -QJ, 

2 = -4+E,$ (18) 

where t represents the lump-sum transfer of revenues from the first-period 
tari:& Eq. (18) is similar to (g), the hats indicate that the trade deficit is 
evaluated at international prices instead of at distorted domestic price~.~~ 
Differentiating eq. (16) and using (I?) we have the change in welfare resuiting 
from a change in t l : 

EwdW r,DJA-trrc 
-= l-A-6) ’ 

dr, 
WI 

The variable J on the right-hand side of eq. (19) captures the intertem- 
porai substitution effect. Aithough it arises from the introduction of a new 
first-period tariff, it acts to r&e welfare. ‘&Mare improves because the real 
consumption rate of interest, rc/IZO (which is ‘too’ low due to the anticipa- 
tion of future tariffs), rises with rl. Consumption is then shifnzd toward the 
future and the current account improves Though the intertemporal distor- 
tion created by low credibility is mitigated by the imposition of q, there are 
obvious costs: a new distortion in the first period is introduced. The second 
term in eq. (19) captures the reduction in welfare attributable to the 
intratemporal distortions produced by the first-period tariff. This term is 
proportional to rr, so that, overail a marginal first- iod tariff tends 
unambiguously to improve welfare. 

” This complicales matters since the usgal duaiity expressions must he amended. For example, 
on the production side first-period production in international prices is q=p:ql +q2. A change 
in the tariff atters domestic prodtiction decisions, but international p&s remain fixed, 
ql = piq, , + 9zI. The domestic marginal rate of transfo 
change in the value of domestically produce$ goods is 

is~eJ(p,+t,)q,,+q,,=0. The 
ven by q, = -r,q,,. 
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Eq. (19) also implies that there is a unique first-period tariff that 
maxim& df~~c. S&n3 d%V = 0, we have: 

where 
striceiy 
higher 

??(A) = a&, (20) 

as= -t&U/c >O. The welfare maximizing temporary tariff, 7?, is 
pusitive for &ill dlciw2%2ZO A. The LE?&?+G& cT io imxeQsiRg in A Is that the 
is the probability of failure, the greater is the distortion in the 

consumption rate of interest, and the more it is worth the cost of incurring a 
second distortion (in the form of a tariff in period 1) which will reduce the 
distortion in the real consumptio,. . n pate of interest. For any given level of 
credibility, the goveraurment can raise welfare by liberalizing more slowly. 

‘We now turn t- *4%,+, V the GIIFlrLD V1 rUrrsyvlCZ3 A +a~~~*n*~r tnG!k PYI the current somunt ____ ___ -__- WV__ 
deficit. By differentiating eq. (18) with respect to TV, we have: 

where 

and 

dz -z _” 
dr 1 

w6-a7rl, 

The term a6 captures the intertemporal effects of the first-period tariff on 
expemditure and welfare. The tariff shifts spnding toward the second period 
as the real consumption rate of interest riSe$ a6 will ‘be positive as long as rl 
is not too large. Tariffs ;oday will therefo:e offset the suboptimal reduction 
in the red consumption rate of interest caused by positive exwted tarifls 
tomorrow. The incentive to save increases and the current account 
improves.12 

If we evaluate eq. (21) at the optimal tariff as defined in eq. (20), it can be 
shown that the current account improves for all z1 ~7:. From this fact, it 
follows that the level of the temporary tariff which maximizes the current 
account, call it I,, is greater than the level of the optimal temporary tari 
7:. This makes sense intuitively because for tl 2 3,, expenditu 
on tne margin toward the first period. Welfare must already 

12The sign of 01, is ambigiiioiis, Gut will be pdivc as long as the intertemporal substitution 
ekcts arc large’ in comparison with the first-period intratcmporal substitution effects. TO make 
this pr&Sse, a7 wtll be positive if 

--wv~,~,,~,~(~ -wd(YII -E,q1). 
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The approximate improvement in the current account deficit from posiitive 
first-period tariffs can ‘be obtained by integrating eq. (21) over rl: 

It is also convenient to define a function which allows us to see how changes 
in first-period tariffs ail&t the current account as 1 varies: 

(23) 

We now have three equations in three unknowns: the current account 
deficit, z, the probability of collapse of the liberalization program, A, and the 
optimal temporary tariff, rf: 

z(rt,A)=all-(1/2)a2L2-a,r,-(1/2)a,& (24) 

rf(d) = a8R, (25) 

A = P(Rmtm, t$, a) = a3 + a4z. (25) 

Fig 3 characterizes the welfare maximizing solution. In the upper right- 
hand quadrant are the P [eq. (26)] and L [eq. (24)] curves. They intersect 
initially at the instantaneous Siberalizaticn equilibrium, point A. !n the !owr- 
right quadrant is a 45 degree line, mapping A into itseK The third quadrant 
contains the ST curve req.. (291, which translates a given level of credibility 
into an implied optimal first-period tariff. Finally, in the upper left is the z 
curve in z-, r,-space [eq. (2411, which reports the current account deficit 
associated with ditIerent first-period tariffs, given values of E. generated by 
intersections of the P and z curves in the first quadrant. 

Consi&r now what happens if the liberalization proceeds more s’lowly. 
Positive tariffs in period 1 shift the z curve in the first quadrant down. Thii 
defines a new intersection of the P and z curves at a lower current account 
deficit and lower A, marked by point B. Moving in a clockwise direction into 
the third quadrant, the 7: curve gives the optimal temporary tariff. In the 
upper left quadrant, the value of the optimal tariff is translated into a 
corresponding current account deficit. If the deficit is the same as that 
generated by the intersection ..p *km .+. “. LX.Y + and ,P curves, we have found the fixed 
point B. If it is not, we try a higher shifting the z curve further down. The 
fixed-point values, rt*, P, A+*, of liberalization, the 
op?imal current aizount de 
tire underlying parameters 

of credibility, given 
rward to show that 

sic solutions for A**, z**, and r:* arc cum 
are omitted here. 

me and yield no 
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x 

Fig. 3. Simultaneous determination of the rationalexpectations equilibrium current e~ount, 
probability that liberakatn ‘3~ is rwersed, and the optimal first-period tariff. 

O<z** CZ*, 0~ A** <I*, and Ox zr*= A Weralizatian progam which 
removes tatis directly and has less than perfect credibility can be improved 
upon by slowing the speed at which tariffs are reduced. 

It is also possible to do some comparative statics with this model. An 
increase in the minimum level of reserves, R,i,, lowers z**, A**, rt 
shown in fig 4 ere the P cubic shifts left (its slope decreases as well) anci 
tiie z curve in 

aunt deficit will 

eater ~~tcr~~tiona~ Ii 
have the same qualitative efkct on the 
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Fig. 4. An increwz in rescms or a decrca;c is uncertainty in international ma&sts. 

tion. A decrease in the variance of unexpected shocks to reserves, cri, shifts 

the P curve in a similar manner. The result is that z**, A**, rt* all decrease: 
the optimal rate of liberalization rises. 

d a-d of a li 

The previous section explored the kind of difficulties that confront a less- 
than-fully credible removal of tariffs when domestic reserves are made 
available to finance the private sector’s current account deficit. Frequently, 
however, reserves are rationed by the vernment, so that only limited 
borrowing by the private sector is possi In this section we look at the 
effects of an ralization when the current account is fixed 
authorities. tor’s excess de and for loans i 
is vitiated in th 

. 
rise Ili’r ;hc &Lll%#~~,\v ;)IlLedk~U. .“I r-rrr4:- L&arrq~$ rf_q$ , 
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compensates individuals who would otherwise want to consume more in the 
first period. cF 1 he budget constraint now becomes: 

E(n, on, W) = q -I- DQ + T +(D* - D)(Q - EJ7), (27) 

T=DZ(E21?,=-Q;), (2@ 

where D*=(l+i*)-’ and f* is the nominal world rate of interest. In eq. (27), 
we treat the higher domestic interest rate as a tax on first-period borrowing. 
The term (D* - D)(&-E,R) represents the redistribution, of the revenues 
from the tax. We assume that these taxes are calculated in terms of real 
goods, evaluated at period-2 domestic prices. The current account constraint 
is given by 

i!=D*(&E,fi), (29) 

where the hats indicate that the current account is fixed in terms of 
international currency. To see how the domestic discount rate varies in 
response to positive expected future tariffs we differentiate eqs. (27) and (28) 
using (29), and apply Cramer’s rule to get: 

EwdW=d-‘((6?B)(D-D’)Y+F(D*-2D)(GB-FC) 

+ T e/(X - G)) da, (30) 

dD=d-‘(iC(E-(2D-D*)N)-G(l -DaA)-(D*-D)sAG 

where a=r,l7,C,~Q, B=I7,E,,n<Q, C=n,E,,n,,D+E,n,,-Q,,c~, 
F=17Ez,f7<0, G=l7E,,l7,D<O, N=flC,>O, and V=:EJ7r -Q,rO. 

The factor A, which is the determinant “. &..” .ISY.mC fig *ha mn*rix of coefkients for the 
endogenous variables, is negative. For small permanent tariffs it is easy to 
show that Ew d W/da 4 in eq. (30).r4 1 because, as 
individuals’ expectations of future tariffs inc 
distortion rises. This seemingly obvious result is comphcated 
equation because the domestic interest rate is free to fiuctuate 
pressure on the current account, and will presumably do so 
tends to raise wehe above whai ii -w-c&b have kx:ii if it we 

Eq. (31) gives the response of the interest rate to than 

I4 the NBER Working Paper version for more detail on these points, es 
Appendices 2 and 3. 
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.I 
I 

I i 

L 
Fig. 5. Domestic interest rates and the dosed capital account: simultaawus dctemhation of the 

probability that Wmlization is revemd, and the domestic interest rate. 

future tariffs. e lack of perf~t credibility lowers the constrmption rate of 
interest and encourages consumptioii;, causing the current account constraint 
to bind more severely. Consequently, interest rates must rise in order to 
compensate individuals for the immediate consumption they otherwise wotaid 
desire. 

Fig. 5 demonstrates this mechanism using the P and z curves from the 
. Now, however, the ex ante current account is pegged at Z. 
current account constraint is just bind@, so that D=D*, 

and, from eq. (IO), X*~/CQ. e equilibrium, A = A oint C), has ass ated 
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with it a domestic interest rate which exceeds the world rate (point 0). It is 
possible to integrate (31) from x=!z/u, to 1* to get the domestic differential, 
D*-D: 

(32) 

From eq. (32), ayz, iz)/az <o and ay A)/abO. Fig, 5 also shows the effect 
on the domestic interest rate of a ch in the borrowing constraint from Z 
to z’. When the current account is fixed at z’, interest rates begin to rise at 
point E’ instead of point E. At a given level of credibility, the 
domestic interest rate falls when the capital constraint is loose 
implies a lower interest rate than D. Welfare improves unambiguously. 

A slower rate of libmzlization when reserves are rationed 

Now we can analyze the optimal speed of liberaliition when reserves are 
rationed. The budget constraint is similar to eq. (31): 

E(x,DIt W)=~+D~+~+T+(D*-D)(Q-E,~), (33) 

T=WEz&-QA (34) 

with t representing first-period tariff revenues. The current accQunt is given 
by eq. (29): 

z-D*(Q-E&i). (36) 

Taking the derivative of eqs. (33) and (36), and using eqs. (34) and (35) we 
can solve to get: 

Ewd 

dr, 
)+WJ?-1% (37) 



~=d-1(J?-H+7,(c(a-Nl-o(J?-H)), 
a71 

(38) 

where H=niEJI1 >O. Setting (37) equal to zero and solving for the optimal 
tariff in period 1, we obtain: 

where ag= -z,V(J?-H)>O, and (1 ,,=c(F-iB)+H(Ji-H)>O. The opti- 
mal tariff is once again increasing and approximately linear in R: zhen 
credibility is low9 more can be gained from instituting larger first-period 
tariffs.ls 

Next we consider the behavior of interest rates when tariffs are imposed in 
the initial ‘od. From eq. (38) we have: 

dD 
~=Qll-a12719 (W 

where 

and 

Eq. (40) implies that interest rates will fall as a result of higher temporary 
tariffs provided that tl ca,l/a12. A simple intuitive argument serves to 
demonstrate that the domestic interest rate remains above the world rate at 
the optimal tariff, 7 f*. The only benefit to raising 7: comes from a decline in 
the interest rate (2 is llxed). The cost of such a policy is the temporary 
distortion that tariffs induce. At the point where rl =apL/a12, the benefits of 
r&kg tariffs further are zero, but the costs of the added distortion are 
positive. It follows that welfare can be at a maximum only when the benefits 
are still positive, i.e. that zl <all/als. 

we can integrate over TV to obtain: 

%471)= Jk%17, +w2)&27:, (41) 

gives the level of the interest rate for given values of k tl, and 
e can now solve for the optimal first- riod tarilf and the equ 

ibility and domestic interest ra . There are three equations and 

sitivc for ~~~~~ fht- 



O! 

Fig. 4. The closed 
equilibrium curreflt 

capital account: simultaneous determination o;i rile rational expectatioiia 
aant. probabili:y that iiberalization is rcvcrsed, dozestic interest raie. 

and the optimal first-period tarilT. 



(42), so that the above system is recursive. Given d*, eq. (43) yields the 
optimal tarif5 rl*. Eq. (44) then gives the equilibrium domestic interest rate, 
i**. When the current account is fixed by government tiat and domestic 
interest rates are consequently driven above world rates, gradual liberaliza- 
tion appears to be the optinA policy in the face of im 

In many c8ses, a reduction in the speed of liberahxation will ease pressure 
on the current account constraint, and in some cases the constraint wit1 no 
longer bind. If this occurs, we are in the situation described in section 3, and 
the tendency for temporary tariffs to improve weifare and the efficiency of 
resource allocation is strengthened over and above the arguments presented 
in this section, since firstperiod tariffs purchase both reductions in the 
~+omestic interest rate and improvements in oredibility. 

When the private sector can obtain hard currency to finance its desired 
current account deficit, an imperfectly credible and immediate attempt to 
liberalize trade results in a positive current account deficit and rational 
positive probability that the liberalization will ultimateiy fail. Positive 
expected future tariffs tend to increase future production opportunities in the 
import sector relative to the export sector. The imperfect credibihty !dt into 
our model thus tends to undermine one important motivation for removing 
tariffs to begin with: to shift productive resources out of the protected import 
sector and into the efhcient export sector. 

By slowing the rate of trade liberalization, welfare can be improved as long 
as temporary first-period tariffs are not too large. This equilibrium dominates 
that of the instantaneous liberalixation in that the current account degcit is 
smaller, z* * CZ*, the probability of the program’s failure is lower, A** <A*, 
and weifarc is greater. mere is a uninllP g-;*&A f;m*-w+d tariff which -q- \yuumS*?‘aS, ..&08..-&?uS.‘. 
maximizes inte poral welfare. Secondperiod oroduction in the import 

is on average lower with such temporary tariNs. Thus, a more gradual 
of liberalization may actually help encourage a sh%t cf resources from 
port into the export sectors. 

For cases in which tk ..e current account is constrain~.i by rationing of 
reserves, imperfect credibility translates into domestic interest rates that are 

above those in the rest of the world. We show that in stash circumstances, an 
immediate and complete tariff reduction is i to a more gradual 
approach. When such temporary tariffs are im the domestic interest 
rate is lower than it would be under instantaneous liberalization. The 
behavior of the interest rate in this instance indicates that successful 

arly problematic for countries with foreign exchange 
interest rates force down the capital stock in the 

s all a OR? cult to obtain fres us, in 



the common case in which a current account constraint is a consequence of a 
low level of reserves and too little intemationai liquidity, an incredible 
liberali.zatio;n progra may push further into the future the day when 
voluntalry lending can be resumed. 
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